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Editorial
The International Conference JOHN CAGE 101 took place at the Faculty of Music
and Performing Arts, Universiti Pendidikan Sultan Idris, Malaysia in August 2013.
This event was supported by the university (UPSI), the American Embassy, and a wide
variety of contributors including musicians, composers, musicologists, academics and
attenders from Malaysia, other parts of South East Asia, Australia, Europe and the
United States of America. The Malaysian Music Journal is privileged to publish this
special issue of a selection of papers emanating from this conference – a landmark and
unique event in Malaysian musical performance and research presentations.
John Cage’s centenary occurred in 2012 and was celebrated throughout the
world. Here at the Universiti Pendidikan Sultan Idris, we celebrated JOHN CAGE
101 – past, present and future – as, in the words of the conference Chair, Dr Andrew
Blackburn, an opportunity ‘for highly creative approaches to sharing our researched
knowledge.’(CAGE101 Programme booklet.) ‘In recent years’, he states, ‘our
understanding of music(ological) research and performance has expanded allowing new
questions and forms of knowledge to be posed and explored. Performance, creation,
talking about, and kinesthetically experiencing music, are all forms of knowledge and
our conference programme includes so many different forms of presentation – papers,
paper/performances and pure performances, taking us beyond words into the realm of
sound, thought, and embodiment’ (ibid.).
I remember loving sound before I ever took a music lesson. And so we make our lives
by what we love.
– John Cage, Lecture on Nothing (1949)
*

The experience of informing – unravelling design and structures of the musical
work, simultaneous theoretical, philosophical and performative questioning, changing
perceptions, and challenging pre-conceived ideas and practices – underpinned my
personal conference presentation,
Ryoanji. A discussion of performative processes and insights gained from the
percussion. How the music creates a space and context for new discoveries in sound,
aspects of self-realisation occurring in the performer and refreshed understandings of
time evolving from an initial curiosity with the score and Cage’s somewhat enigmatic
instructions for performance were explored. Ryoanji is a musical translation of a
garden; it creates ‘sound as nature’ (Cage, score notes); it celebrates the unintentional
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aspects of microtones, fragile multiphonics, fragmented but mobile pitches that trace
intimacy with the dry, sharp and irregular percussion pitches (representing sand).
and layering of possible (and debatable) meanings and responses captured many of
the elements of the meta event: the conference as a whole, as it aimed to expand
horizons, and to challenge and question individual and community sonic values and
relationships. Intersections of East/West cultures of sounds, notations, representations,
rituals, and implications; John Cage’s music gives us the opportunity to explore all of
these within the context of our inner selves, our sonic selves and the selves of others,
and to create new understandings of both.
What is the purpose of writing music? One is, of course, not dealing with purposes
an attempt to bring order out of chaos nor to suggest improvements in creation, but
simply a way of waking up to the very life we’re living, which is so excellent once one
gets one’s mind and one’s desires out of its way and lets it act of its own accord.
–
**

The conference inspired papers and performances that created encounters and
of a lively and vibrant cross cultural environment. Its Malaysian location brought
distinctive opportunities to create links with and through Malaysian music and
composers, performers, and academics. Distinguished keynote speakers presented
papers and performances. Dr Warren Burt and Dr Catherine Schieve collaborated
with local musicians to create Memento Memori, a Malaysian Circus on The Garden
of Evening Mists – a remarkable work based on Tan Twan Eng’s novel The Garden
of Evening Mists – for electronic music, live performers and visual images; further
performances of chamber works, works for prepared piano, voice with electronics,
works mixing traditional and contemporary instruments and electroacoustic pieces were
programmed. In this issue of the Malaysian Music Journal we are pleased to include a
cross section of these presentations, ranging from technological processes developed
for the performance of Cage’s work to practitioner experiences of electroacoustic
music in Malaysia. Composers articulate their own practices, performers discuss
variants on Cagean inspired presentations, and musicologists present thoughts on
We begin with Associate Professor Dr Valerie Ross’
‘Ragaslendro’ –
Western and non-Western theories on her work; her experience of embracing oriental
In
, Professor Stephen Whittington,
presents an evocative discussion of the aesthetics of Japanese traditional gardens in
relation to the work of Cage, and the importance of space and materials in his music.
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Dr Chan Cheong Jan discusses connections between the ideas of Cage and jazz in The
. This article
examines jazz improvisation in the light of performance processes with particular
reference to Malaysian education approaches. Dr Cat Hope presents a description of
the Australian ensemble
recently created John Cage Complete Variations
App for iPad tablet computer, the development of which has enabled accurate and
real-time realisation of these works. Dr Gisa Jähnichen examines Asian music
characteristics in contemporary music compositions from a hermeneutic perspective,
incorporating discussion of post colonial education and academic individuation within
Asia. Dr Robert Burrell discusses his work,
, which incorporates
Hindustani Raga, Kalimantan folk-tune, and Malaysian avian motifs in an exploration
of space and time concepts, chance and indeterminacy. Tzu En Ngaio investigates the
complexities of Cage’s orchestral work, Atlas Eclipticalis, the aleatoric compositional
and performative processes involved, and graphical score elements as precursors
of complex score and mixed-media immersive performance environments. Sharon
Williams forwards a discussion of conceptual approaches to participatory musicmaking, highlighting Cage’s concerns with illuminating concepts and processes, and
designing events around non-hierarchical participant-based, collaborative creation. Dr
Clare Chan Suet Ching argues that the Malaysian percussion group Hands Percussion
interrogates traditional performance styles to create new cross-cultural works,
examining the socio-cultural context that has inspired their work. Last, but not at
all least, we have a fascinating report of the journey of one Malaysian composer’s
intersection with electroacoustic music both within and outside this country: Dr
Hasnizam Abdul Wahid’s keynote address, Sound Art in Malaysia from a Malaysian
, captured many of the important concepts of culture, context
and experimentation in Malaysian electroacoustic music, and developments occurring
within the Malaysian Music Industry.
The inspiration of Cage and his groundbreaking intercultural arts practices through
legacy on the arts as a whole, and music in particular. We hope you will enjoy sharing
some of this knowledge. Many thanks, once again, to the Malaysian Music Journal
editorial board and our exceptional team of article reviewers. With their help, we
have endeavoured to expand the focus and breadth of this journal, the standard of
scholarship and documentation, and aim to generate ever increasing excellence and
dialogue within and across Malaysian musical spheres.
***

Jean Penny
Chief Editor
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Mobilising John Cage: The Design
and Creation of Score Generators for the Complete
John Cage Variations I–VIII.
Cat Hope, Lindsay Vickery, Aaron Wyatt, Stuart James
School of Music, Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts, Edith Cowan University

Abstract
The John Cage Variations provide a useful snapshot of a range of score writing
techniques employed by Cage throughout this career. From very complex preparations
and realisation of parts required in Variations I and II, to the almost non-existent
scores of VII and VIII, the complete Variations provide a range of opportunities and
challenges. In 2011, Western Australian new music ensemble Decibel developed a
software-based score maker and player for the works and presented a series of concerts
of the Complete Eight Variations. The performances have led to the development of
the John Cage Complete Variations App for the iPad tablet computer, developed in
conjunction with Peters Edition. Drawing on the ensemble’s experiments with realtime and scrolling computer score generation and performance, and their unique
make up of performers, composers, sound artists and programmers, the group has
made the realisation of these works more accurate and possible in real-time for the
design, creation and eventual performance of the scores for John Cage’s Variations
I – VIII, including the packaging of the works into an application. It will also cover
the challenges presented by the range of different score formats to the packaging of
the collection as a whole.
Keywords John Cage, graphic notation, real-time scores, screen scores, music performance,
music computing.

The Variations offer a unique insight into the development of Cage’s approach to
composition practice, traversing aleatoric composition techniques, spatial arrangements
and the use of a wide range of electronics. Composed between 1958 and 1967, the
Variations are a varied collection of compositions, yet create a trajectory of technical
and compositional interests. They take score forms that range from very precise
instructions (Variations I, II, III, IV, VI
(Variations V), hand-written sketches (Variations VIII) to only a few typewritten words
(Variations VII). The works encapsulate Cage’s interest in found-objects such as maps
and star charts, system design, spatial sound production and multimedia and expand
upon his tool box of instruments, introducing antennas, light sensitive resistors and
telephony. Whilst a full analysis of each of the Variations is beyond the scope of this
paper, the key compositional tools will be discussed in light of their adoption to digital
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realisation. The App has proved to be most effective for the realisation of the scores
with the most precise instructions, outlined above, yet Decibel has made interpretations
of Variations V whilst leaving the brief text of Variations VIII and VIII as the only
material included in the App. Decibel is an ensemble of musicians, composers and
programmers based in Perth, Western Australia that have been working with screen
scores, graphic notation and improvised music since their foundation in 2009.

Digital Score Players

al., 2010, 2011, 2012), and the focus for this paper is on the transition of the scores
from networked laptop computers to the tablet computer, namely the Apple iPad. This
grew directly from the development of a stand alone graphic score player Application
(App) developed by Decibel to realise their own compositions: A brief explanation
will provide some useful background context here. The Decibel ScorePlayer App was
originally developed to provide coordinated reading of graphic notations on tablet
computers. These notations do not have a pulse or meter, yet require coordination for
performers that may have traditionally, but not very effectively, been provided by a
clock or other complex conducting methods. In addition, using a digital score facilitated
realtime generation or transformation of the score materials during performance (Kim
Boyle, 2010, 2013).
In the Decibel ScorePlayer, the score material passes by a line, not unlike the
stopped, moved ahead or back, slowed down or sped up in the player for rehearsal
purposes. Works that operate in this paradigm include Cat Hope’s In the Cut (2009) and
Longing (2011). Later, additions to the score reader challenged the left to right reading
The
Talking Board (2011) uses circles that are programmed to move in different ways over
a canvas is the score. Both the playhead and moving circle paradigms were adopted in
The Decibel ScorePlayer was migrated from a laptop running MaxMSP to the iPad
in 2012, and the Decibel ScorePlayer App was released on the App Store by Decibel
through Edith Cowan University in 2012. It came pre-packaged with several scores
created by composers within the Decibel ensemble, making it a score publishing as
well as reading tool. This combined publishing and reading tool paradigm is the one
used to create the Complete John Cage Complete Variations App; the App not only
provides the mechanisms to read the scores, but it provides the scores themselves. The
scores appear literally, but also in a form that facilitates and assists their performance
as discussed below. Whilst the Decibel ScorePlayer enables the addition of other
with Cage’s exploration of what he called “found-systems”, images may be uploaded
by the user for several of the Variations (Cage, 1966).
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The ScorePlayer on Tablet Computers
The migration of the ScorePlayer to the iPad overcame the limitations of networked
laptops that had become apparent in Decibel performances. Whilst MaxMSP
in performances. In Variations I and II, each performer has a different score generated
for the performance. This requires a systematic coordination of the computers so that
the works start and end together at an agreed length. Despite developing a network
connectivity on networked computers, there were still issues of dropout and instability.
The utility still required a number of complex settings to be adjusted on each performer’s
computer before the performance. The reliance on the network utility for dependable
performance in MaxMSP meant that for other ensembles to use our score player and
scores, they would be required to duplicate our network system exactly, which was
not ideal (Wyatt et al., 2013). The ScorePlayer App is programmed to automatically
available existing network to link the iPads together. In this way the end user does not
increases the usability of the player for non-technical clients (Wyatt et al., 2013). As in
the Decibel ScorePlayer, the Complete John Cage Variations App features a ‘network
status’ button at the top left of the touch screen, so the user can see (and check) other
users on the network. This is important for Variations I and II in particular, where
coordinated performance is essential.

1a

1b

Figure 1a
1b A screenshot of Cat Hope: Longing (2011), as it appears in the Decibel ScorePlayer.

The Decibel ScorePlayer was built according to a modular framework that
paradigms, facilitating the development of the different Variations. For example,
where Variations I and II use similar score generation and reading functions requiring
real-time generation and scrolling functions, Variations III, IV and VI have completely
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different requirements, as they generate a score in real-time to be read as a static image,
not moving or scrolling in any way.
The limitations of MaxMSP were also becoming apparent in the generation of
the scores themselves. As the images being used in the scores were increasing in size,
the smooth running of animated scores became problematic, with jittery performance
and crashes becoming more common. Whilst this was controlled to some extent by
engaging a jitter matrix to store the images, the result was still not as smooth as what
could be achieved using lower level programming languages, such as Objective C,
which makes up part of the iOS programming toolbox.

John Cage Variations on the iPad
Variations III.
In this work, Cage provides a transparent plastic sheet with 42 circles printed on it. He
instructs that a score is created by cutting out each of the circles and dropping them on
a second blank transparency. The largest group of touching circles becomes the score,
and all other circles are disregarded. Cage (1963) describes the process for performing
the work in the following way:
Starting with any circle, observe the number of circles which overlap it. Make an
action or actions having the corresponding number of interpenetrating variable (1
+ n). This done, move to any one of the overlapping circles, again observing the
number of interpenetrations, performing a suitable action of actions, and so on.
The digital version generates this aleatoric process in real-time at the touch of a
button on the screen. On computer, this required clicking the space bar to generate a
new score, on the iPad a discreet reset button on the bottom left of the touch screen
generates the score, a much more straightforward and obvious instruction for any user.
Variations III was the simplest to implement on the iPad as it was constructed using
computer languages easily translated to the iPad iOS (Wyatt et al., 2013). Whilst the
App only generates one score on each reset, the score is duplicated across all iPads on
the network. The score could be interpreted by a soloist or group, as Cage’s original
score states the work is intended “for one or any number of people performing any
actions” (Cage, 1962).
The next Variation to migrate to the iPad was Variation IV. In this work, Cage
requires “a plan or map of the area used for performance, and optionally a copy of it
on transparent material” (Cage, 1963). Circles and points are dropped onto the map
and lines are drawn between the points and one of the circles. The performers take up
positions in the performance space at any point along one of the lines.
In the App version users may add a map of their own performance venue by
functionality was created for the Decibel ScorePlayer
the Decibel ScoreCreator App, a free computer application that was created to enable
the uploading of images. The instructions for doing so are provided on the Decibel web
site, where the simple and free application is provided to turn any .JPG or .PNG format
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Variations V, a map) is added to the ScorePlayer App
through the share capacity of iTunes. The John Cage Complete Variations App does
away with the need for a ScoreCreator, enabling the upload direct to the App though

Figure 2a
2b
2c
2d

Excerpt of the score materials for John Cage; Variations III (1963);
Decibel’s Variations III score on Laptop;
Projection of the score in a live performance;
Decibel’s Variations III score on iPad.

The App version extends the programming required for Variations III. When
migrated to the iPad, we decided to give the points different colours to facilitate the
placement of performers who assign themselves a colour, making quick interpretations
of positions relative to the map possible. As with Variations III, a ‘reset’ button is
provided so the user may generate as many plans as they require in quick succession.
When Decibel performs this piece, we choose the plan live on stage, by connecting the
that is possible and interesting.
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3a

3b

Figure 3a Decibel’s Variations IV score on Laptop (Palermo February 3, 2012);
3b Decibel’s Variations IV score on iPad (Brisbane April 4, 2012).

Variations VI was the next to be migrated to the iPad. Unlike the other Variations,
VI uses Cage’s own calligraphy for the ‘dropped’ symbols in the score, as these were
Variations III and IV,
in the score, Variations VI
dropped. However, like Variations III and IV, the score can be generated in real-time,
using the reset button in the lower right hand corner.

4a

4b

Figure 4a Decibel’s Variations VI score on Laptop;
4b Decibel’s Variations VI score on iPad

When Variations III, IV and VI were rendered on the tablet computer, they look
very much like they would if the original score materials were used - transparencies,
circles, lines, points and maps are rendered digitally instead of by hand, but appear
very similar to the eye. Yet the rendering of Variations I and II results in a somewhat
stylised graphic score that appears very similar on the iPad to the way they looked on
the computers.
These were amongst the last Variations to be migrated to the iPad due to the
complexities of generating the graphics in real-time. The data generated (measurements
of distances from points and lines) creates a graphic notation which scrolls from left
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what is coming up, enabling performers to prepare. This scrolling technology was
adopted direct from the Decibel ScorePlayer, yet the programming to generate the
actual scores, in real-time, was developed especially for these Cage compositions. The
computer code creates programmatic representations of Cage’s slides, which can then
this is done, the distances from each of the points to the lines is measure, and these
become the parameters used to generate the events displayed on the screen.
positioning of a line on the screen via the horizontal axis depicts pitch, the darkness of
the line the density of timbre, and the thickness the volume. Each iPad will generate
its own score, eliminating the need for users to choose how many parts are required
according to the size of ensemble. As with the Decibel ScorePlayer, the user can
determine the length of the performance by choosing a time frame, using the ‘duration’
button on the bottom right hand side. There is no duration for any of the Variations
Decibel performances of the Complete John Cage Variations,
below. Once the assigned time has passed, the scores fade to black. These times have
been chosen from a curatorial perspective, so the complete concert has different foci
performance lengths in John Cage works, and lists performances that range from 30
minutes to 2 minutes for each Variations I, II and III, noting that a characteristic of
many late twentieth century works is that the score materials provided by the composer
do not necessarily provide the representation of an ‘ideal’ piece (Lochhead, 1994). The
ability to choose the length of the score for Variations I and II,
the App, enables this freedom of interpretation as intended by Cage.

Figure 5 A table showing the durations, instrumentations and brief introduction to the curatorial
rationale for the Decibel performances of The Complete John Cage Variations Project.
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Figure 5 (Cont.)

Variations V, VIII and VIII have provided the biggest challenge to making the scores
into a ‘Complete Variations’ App. Whilst these Variations make the performance of all
eight diverse and exciting, they are not scores in any representative sense. In Variations
V for example, the only indication of any score provision comes on page 2 of the 5 pages
of text, which are mostly lists of equipment and things to do. The statement: “As though
there were a drawing of the controls available and - on transparency - transcription
from astronomical atlas which (were it superimposed) would give suggestions for use
of controls” (Cage, 1965) points to some kind of score to observe. Again a system
designed for Decibel compositions, namely the techniques developed for The Talking
Board composition discussed above, was employed here. An astronomical map that
resembles the ones found in Cage’s own Fontana Mix (1958) is used as the canvas, and
the coloured circles move over it: Users may also upload their own astronomical chart.
Variations VII and VIII are the least prescriptive of the eight works, indeed
Variations VII simply consists of seven Statements and Variations VIII of almost
illegible scribbles on a page. In the Complete John Cage Variations App these works
are only represented by the text from the scores themselves.

Permitting Flexibility of Parameters
A drop down menu for some individual Variations has been provided in the Complete
John Cage Variations App. This menu appears in all Variations that require parameter
input, and is unique according to the different nature of input required. For example,
Variations I
V require the number of performers to be entered, while Variations
VI requires input of the number of systems, components, sources and speakers. These
are all itemised on different drop down menu formats as required.
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Figure 6 Drop down menu for Decibel’s Variations VI score on iPad.

Laptops have proved rather unwieldy and precarious in music performance situations,
Variations. Whilst a
core computer is required for audio processing in certain Variations, the score readers
perform relatively simple tasks that do not require audio outputs. The iPads can be
easily connected to a projector if the ensemble wishes to project the scores and share
them with the audience. In addition, the App can be downloaded by anyone with an
interest in Cage’s work, without any technical programming expertise, and may enjoy
them as a visual work, not just as a cue to performance. Publishing scores within an app
offers a new and exciting way to disseminate compositions and scores, as Decibel has
Decibel ScorePlayer.
A brief mention of the use of score projection in the Complete John Cage Variations
performances is worth a discussion here. When Decibel performed the project using
laptop computers in 2012, certain scores were projected in the performance space
using between 1 to 3 independent projectors. Each of the scores for Variations I were
shown and read from the projections. In Variations II, the projectors went to black,
as it was not possible to show all scores. The sharing of the scores put the performers
under considerable pressure to perform the score ‘correctly’, as most of the public
will develop an association between the score and the reading of it. In Variations III
and IV, the projection of the single score offers an opportunity for the performers
to share with the audience their selection of a ‘desirable’ score in real-time. In
Variations VI, the projected single page score can be referred to by the performers
during the performance, and in Variations V, the map facility is projected alongside a
live video feed and, in Decibel’s
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the premiere performance in 1965. There were no projections for Variations VII and
VIII. The Complete John Cage Variations App enables the projection of scores with
Decibel featured in their rendition of Variations
in the App, meaning that extra computers are required. However, this is the only point
of difference in the transition of the scores for the project from laptop to iPad.

Conclusion
At the time of writing, the Complete John Cage Variations App
the Apple App store, with a user interface being designed to bring together all the
different Variations. The project has brought to light interesting questions around the
contrasting approaches of internal mechanisms to facilitate performance compared to
the public release of this mechanism. The Complete John Cage Variations App offers
one interpretation of these works for performers and scholars to consider, and whilst
Decibel’s
own, they are also those of John Cage. This raises some interesting questions around
digital publication methods, and the open structures they facilitate. The intellectual
property held in the interactivity and the back end design of the App belong to Decibel,
but also to Apple, MaxMSP and the individual programmers themselves, creating
copyright and licensing challenges. Yet the strength of the project lies in the practice
led methodologies employed in its development, resulting in a ‘performers’ approach to
the works, the App format enabling this work to be shared amongst performers beyond
Decibel, enabling the many unique interpretations of the works as Cage intended. The
App provides a combination of tools, interpretations and approaches that can be used
for musicological study, as well as performance. In collaboration with Peters Edition,
who will endorse the App on a non-exclusive basis, and provide permissions to use
some of Cage’s own fonts in the rendering of Variations VI. The App breathes new
life into this exciting music, making it more readily available, easier to perform more
accurately and simpler to access.
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